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Turner & Townsend is an
independent professional services
company specialising in programme
management, project management,
cost and commercial management and
advisory across the real estate, infrastructure
and natural resources sectors.
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Chairman and Chief Executive Officer’s statement

Gathering momentum
Vincent Clancy, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

“Core to building great capability are our 5,209 people around
the globe who drive great results for our clients.”
After a number of challenging years, activity in natural
resources increased. The rise in oil price gave operators
confidence to invest and, in parallel, the mining sector
strengthened as the price of several commodities rose
following stable demand. Looking forward, we expect this
demand to continue as new projects come on stream and
the outlook remains positive.

Navigating change
Market volatility, rapid client change and increasing
geopolitical tensions have all been characteristics of the
last year.
The good news is that our business resilience and our ability
to embrace change has allowed us to deliver our eighth year
of consecutive growth. Excellent performance in 2017–2018
saw our turnover increase by 12 percent to £549m and
operating profit by 18 percent to £55.5m. Pleasingly, all of
our regions saw operating profit growth.

Positive impact
Our industry plays an important role in society. Being
responsible is integral to the way Turner & Townsend
operates and to the people who choose to build a career
with us.

Business resilience
Our ongoing commitment to reinvest our profits and build
capability allows us to adapt to our clients’ changing needs.
The industry is ripe for rapid change. Our aim is to be
at the forefront of our space by embracing new ways of
collaborating, delivery methodologies and harnessing new
technology.

I am proud to say our corporate responsibility programme
has matured significantly in the last five years. We continue
to be guided by the UN Sustainable Development Goals and
this year are focusing on four, in recognition of the impact
areas we are most involved in and can make a significant
contribution to.

This year, we embarked on a major digitisation programme
to improve productivity and provide access to over a
quarter of a century of programme performance data. We
made further investment through our merger with Nairobibased Mentor Management Ltd (MML) and look forward to
the many opportunities provided by global investment in
Kenya. By taking a long-term view and investing for the
future, we will build a professional services company that
will lead change rather than respond to it.

Sadly, during the year our former Senior Partner and
Chairman, Tim Wray, passed away after a short illness.
He will be greatly missed by everyone but his commitment
to building a business with purpose and real integrity leaves
a lasting legacy.
We will continue to build on this legacy by creating an
even closer alignment between our service to clients, our
corporate responsibility programme, and the big social
issues the world faces.

Our people
Core to building great capability are our 5,209 people around
the globe who drive great results for our clients. I remain
inspired by their commitment to embrace change and to
share experiences and knowledge for the benefit of all.

Looking forward, we expect the headwinds in the markets
we operate in to continue to grow. Despite this, I believe
the investment in our capability, long-term thinking and
commitment to doing business responsibly will provide a
platform for even greater success.

Our one business model, underpinned by our partnership
provides us with a great platform. Our talent programmes
continue to mature and our investment in our graduate
and apprenticeship programmes creates a pipeline of
outstanding future leaders. Our ability to both develop our
own leaders and to attract the best talent in the wider
marketplace has seen us strengthen our management
teams around the world.

£549m

Growth specifics: sector focus
There were significant changes in the real estate sector.
The biggest shift has been the increase in demand from
high-tech clients as they become the largest consumers of
office, research and development and data centre space.
The renewal of cities as demand for accommodation and
social infrastructure has also increased. Our capability in
cities as well as on major programmes has enabled us to
be beneficiaries of these trends.

Turnover

Demand for aviation, rail and power continues to increase
globally and capacity, carbon and affordability continue to
be the key challenges. We have established a new business
unit, Programme Advisory, which focuses on setting up
major programmes for success. Armed with global best
practice and data from the world’s largest programmes,
it will provide real insights and I am confident that
Programme Advisory will grow to be a significant part
of our business over the coming years.
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12%

Turnover growth

Company highlights

Strength across our regions
UK

North America
Read more on page 18

Asia

Read more on page 20

Read more on page 28

£86.6m

£238.9m

£26.0m

649

2,554

520

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

People

People

People

Europe
Read more on page 22

£28.8m
Revenue

299

Middle East

People

Read more on page 26

£44.7m
Revenue

346
People

Latin America
Read more on page 19

Africa
Read more on page 24

£10.2m

£13.8m

104

269

Revenue

People

Revenue

People

Australia and
New Zealand
Read more on page 30

£52.2m
Revenue

468
People

Read more about our regions
on pages 16–31
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£501m
Revenue

Revenue breakdown by sectors

52.7%

35.8%

11.5%

45

108

5,209

Real estate

Countries

Infrastructure

Offices
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Natural resources

People

Our people

Enabling our global team
Duncan McIndoe, Global HR Director

Our team of talented people grew substantially in 2017–2018 as
we increased our capability to serve our clients around the world.
We also became a more diverse business, benefitting from our
localisation strategy, graduate and apprenticeship programmes,
and wide-ranging diversity and inclusion initiatives.

A growing team
We now have a team of over 5,000 people and are an exciting
prospect for talent. Investing in graduate and apprenticeship
programmes is fundamental to the long-term success of our
business and 220 individuals joined our company through this
route this year. As our reputation grows worldwide and we
extend our education programme and promote career
opportunities in the construction industry, we expect the
number of young people joining us to increase.

Realising potential
We launched Advance, our new global learning platform this
year, which has made learning more accessible to all. Future
development will enable virtual and collaborative training so
we can easily connect our people across our global regions.
We engage our people in the standards and ambitions of our
business through regular conversations. This year, 99 percent
of employees completed their performance review. The review
provides an opportunity to reflect on performance and agree
a career plan to enable our people to realise their potential.

Our business strategy is built on geographical and market
sector diversity. It is essential that our team is diverse
for this to succeed. A diversity of skills and perspectives
enables us to deliver increasingly higher value solutions
for our clients. Our talented team of people, comprising
90 different nationalities, deliver this value to our clients
in over 68 different languages.

490 people were promoted, reflecting the quality of our team
and our continued commitment to progress talent inside our
business. Our regional accelerated development programmes
develop future leaders through working on real business
challenges with mentoring and support from current leaders.
The Chairman’s Group brings together future leaders from
across our global regions to deliver an assignment set by
Vincent Clancy, our Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.

Strategies to retain female talent and increase the number
of women in senior roles hit the headlines in the UK this
year, stemming from the requirement to report on the
gender pay gap.

Opportunities are also provided to transfer from smaller,
emerging regions to our hub offices. Immersion in a
different culture and scale of programmes in established
markets accelerates development and enables our people
to lead in the Turner & Townsend way when they return to
their home market.

Our plan to improve includes sponsoring women into senior
management positions to accelerate the pace of change,
a leadership development programme which has inclusive
leadership at its core and raising awareness of our flexible
working practices.

An inspiring environment
Playing a key role on the world’s most exciting projects
and programmes creates an inspiring environment for
our people. Our clients value our depth of expertise,
integrity, proactive approach, and the quality we deliver.
These qualities ensure we continue to strengthen our
partnerships and work with the world’s best clients.

The wellbeing and mental health of our people has always
been of upmost importance to us. Through our people
policies we encourage an open and supportive culture in
every area of the business. In addition, we ensure people
have easy access to external support whenever they need
it. Finally, we help raise awareness of mental health and
wellbeing through regular activities such as our global
health, safety and wellbeing week which has run for five
consecutive years.

We actively promote a positive culture, which is supportive,
fun and hard-working. To ensure we create an inclusive
environment for everyone, we aim to continually review and
improve through our employee networks and leadership
development. Our employee engagement score has increased
every year since 2014 and this year 89 percent of our people
confirmed they are “proud to work for Turner & Townsend”.

Chairman’s Group 2018–2019
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Corporate responsibility

Building a fair
and sustainable future
Alison Davies, Associate Director, Corporate Responsibility

With 5,209 people globally, we recognise our increasing scale and
influence to make a positive impact on society. Not only is helping
to solve society’s greatest challenges the right thing to do,
it also represents an immense business opportunity.

To deliver on our commitment to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals, we have prioritised four areas where
we can have the greatest impact: quality education; gender
equality; sustainable cities and communities; and industry,
innovation and infrastructure.

As part of the North West Cambridge project, we
coordinated the initial design phase to realise a vision of
sustainable future living. To deliver AFI Europe’s awardwinning V.Offices project in Poland, we worked with the
design team to find sustainable solutions for the BREEAM
outstanding development.

Fair society
Across our global business we have established new
education and employability programmes from pre-school
to school leaver to increase opportunities for disadvantaged
children and young people. This is critical to help us address
the prominent skills gap in the construction industry and
support greater social mobility.

We continue to improve the way we manage our direct
energy and resource use. This year, we have focused
on reducing non-essential business travel, removing singleuse plastics and introducing water conservation measures.
The construction industry is still slow to embrace
technology and productivity gains remain low. We are
helping clients across the world leverage the benefits of
innovative technologies to drive greater efficiency and
achieve sustainability objectives. This includes helping
Abu Dhabi and Lima International airports adopt digital
approaches to enhance efficiency of the whole asset life cycle.

Early interventions can have an immense influence
on children’s lives. In the UK, we launched our primary
school programme with the National Literacy Trust and
raised a further £154,000 for our Action for Children
education fund, which aims to remove barriers to
education and raise aspirations.

Leading the exports and trade work stream of the UK’s
Construction Leadership Council (CLC) is putting us at the
heart of activity to drive fundamental improvements in the
construction industry. As Chair of the ICE Project 13 Future
Leaders Panel, Director Lucy Howard has challenged and
held steering groups to account, to help move the industry
from transaction to enterprise.

By expanding community partnerships with JINC in
the Netherlands, we are helping more young people
with employability skills. In Canada, we delivered
interview training with Yonge Street Mission and in India,
we led school workshops and donated laptops to support
education facilities.
Our #TT5000futures campaign aims to engage our
people, clients and the wider industry to fuel a great
wave of social action and increase our collective impact.

As a company, driving efficiency across the construction
sector is at our core. We are uniquely positioned to
spear-head innovations aimed at improving the industry’s
environmental impact while maximising the social benefits
of the built environment. By working together with our
clients and industry partners, we can build a lasting legacy
that supports a fair society and sustainable future.

To build a more diverse workforce we are shaping our
community programmes in schools to promote careers
in construction by leading STEM (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics) activities and promoting
positive role models from diverse backgrounds.
While we are going in the right direction, we must attract
and promote more women to be truly representative of
society and enable true equality. We know that becoming
increasingly diverse and inclusive will also bring immense
business value and opportunity.
We welcome the increasing transparency on gender
representation in business. In the UK, we reported a gender
pay gap of 26 percent compared to an 18 percent national
average, demonstrating we have work to do. To address
this, we have set up programmes on inclusive leadership,
flexible working and mentoring.
Our Canada and USA businesses are now preparing to
voluntarily report their pay gap. In South Africa, we have
a 47 percent female representation sparked by creating
student bursary schemes, internships and recruitment
targets in every business unit. We are developing further
programmes, including a focus on returnship to increase
the number of women progressing to senior roles.

Inspiring a love of reading
UK
In disadvantaged communities across the UK, one in eight children
do not own a book and a third of 11-year-olds struggle with reading.
We partnered with the National Literacy Trust to improve literacy
skills, raise aspirations and increase awareness of careers in STEM.

Sustainable future
Given society is exceeding planetary boundaries and
socio-economic inequalities are rising, we have an
important role to play in helping our clients build
more sustainable cities and communities.

Over 50 Turner & Townsend volunteers are working with five
primary schools in disadvantaged areas to bring books to life
through creative activities.
We are extending the programme to more schools to make a
difference to hundreds of children, while also stimulating interest
in careers in the construction sector.
Watch our video to find out why this programme is so important.

Read more about corporate responsibility online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/CR1718
Annual review 2017–2018
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Our sectors

Real estate

Neil Bullen, Global Head of Real Estate
neil.bullen@turntown.com

12%

£264m

Real estate
revenue growth

Full year real estate
revenue
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2017–2018 saw strong performance across all our regions,
delivering overall revenue growth of 12 percent.

centres, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, corporate offices,
leisure, and education. In the Middle East, preparations for
the 2022 FIFA World Cup and Expo 2020 Dubai are driving
development in hotels and services. Our team is involved
in the delivery of the flagship UAE Pavilion at Expo 2020
and several other national pavilions.

We saw continued signs of change in the real estate
industry; in markets, delivery and commercial models,
technology, market entrants and supply chain disruption.
Global demographic trends, including urbanisation,
e-commerce and sustainability are driving fresh new
thinking about how people live, work, move and play.
Established approaches are changing and with it, the
role real estate plays in creating value for people,
communities and enterprise.

In Asia, offices, retail and high-tech continued to be key
areas of opportunity, while activity in the UK has shown
global investors are still active in the lead-up to Brexit.
Overall our regions have delivered growth and the
increasing levels of opportunity we see across all
markets provide confidence that this growth will continue.

Workplace change is influencing the role of real estate
functions and the services and outcomes they provide.
Increased adoption of flexi-space and new technologies,
a focus on wellbeing and the need for agility to meet
increasing demands is challenging traditional delivery models.

Driving new standards in technology and sustainability
An increasing desire to drive better decision-making
has seen clients adopt new digital technologies to harness
the potential of their data. These clients recognise data’s
value in the effective management of real estate assets
throughout their life cycle and its ability to drive performance
standards in delivery.

In response, we are seeing increased collaboration across
the industry. Clients, developers, government, professional
services and supply chain partners are seeking better
ways of working to improve outcomes for all involved.

We have helped clients such as Grosvenor, Warner Media
and the UK’s HM Revenue and Customs realise potential
through new digital ways of working. Going forward, data,
analytics and automation will be key drivers of performance.
We expect to see an increase in the demand for digital
approaches. Our substantial investments in digital and data
capabilities and the ongoing digitisation of our services
platform mean we are well placed to meet this demand.

We also saw a trend to more integrated and programme
management led service delivery across real estate
portfolios. Clients are seeking to buy simpler and leaner
solutions to meet their real estate portfolios. As a result,
we reviewed our global and market strategies and are well
placed to be at the forefront of shaping and responding to
market changes.

As project and cost manager of V.Offices in Krakow for AFI
Europe, we helped deliver a new standard in sustainability
for office buildings, including innovations in energy
efficiency, electric car charging and indoor air quality.
The offices achieved BREEAM Outstanding (design), with
a level of over 90 percent – the highest result ever in
Poland – and won the regional award for Central and
Eastern Europe at the BREEAM awards 2018.

Around the globe
We continue to work with leading companies such as
Microsoft, Nissan, Shell and Uber on major real estate
programmes and high-profile projects across the world.
Our aim is not only to help them deliver their programmes
and projects, but also to help drive improvements year-onyear. Our clients expect consistency and quality of service
irrespective of location, valuing a combination of local
market expertise and global insight. Our operating model
and one business culture is a key part of delivering this
requirement successfully.

Looking ahead
The real estate industry is in a state of change. With major
programmes and projects continuing to attract investment,
we remain focused on investing in capability and service
development in order to provide industry leading
approaches for our real estate clients around the world.

The Americas, Europe and the Middle East have all seen
impressive and sustainable double-digit growth. We have
built a strong pipeline of programmes and projects in data

Annual review 2017–2018
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Our sectors

Infrastructure

Murray Rowden, Global Head of Infrastructure
murray.rowden@turntown.com

15%

£179m

Infrastructure
revenue growth

Full year infrastructure
revenue
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As global investment in infrastructure continues apace
so too does the requirement for innovative delivery and
operating models. The sector continues to open-up to
private sector participation and there is high demand for our
services in the set up and execution of major programmes
and projects. Clients are also increasingly focused on
improving the performance of their existing assets. These
factors generated substantial activity in 2017–2018 and
guaranteed a strong pipeline. Overall our infrastructure
revenue was up by 15 percent during this period.

Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia. We are supporting airport
expansions in Southern Africa and new build airports
in Gabon, Rwanda and Uganda.
In the Middle East investment increased in water and power.
In transportation we have been appointed to advise on the
development of Al Maktoum Airport which complements our
role on Abu Dhabi Airport. Our Asia business took a major
next step in their growth journey through key wins at Virgin
Hyperloop One in India, Changi Airport Terminal 5 and further
work at Hong Kong Airport three runway system project.

As infrastructure investors, owners and operators mature
their approach to managing their assets, we are helping
them establish new and innovative approaches that better
serve their circumstances.

Australia and New Zealand continued to grow as significant
investment was made in transport and utilities. Key wins in
the year included Snowy Hydro 2.0, Western Sydney Airport
and our recent appointment on the Sydney Metro City &
South West scheme.

Our experience with private and public sector providers,
with increasing funding challenges and on large scale
complex infrastructure projects, is proving attractive as
clients look for better results. Our ability to mobilise
expertise for the critical set up phase of a project through
to managing the delivery of the asset into operation
continues to enhance our reputation as the independent
trusted advisor.

Efficiency and value
We continue to contribute to the wider economic and social
agenda. Working with the UK Government, we are unifying
systems for measuring and improving performance on their
largest ever programme of investment. We supported the
Global Infrastructure Hub develop a tool for managing PPP
projects after financial close. Increasingly we are helping
governments, industry bodies and clients address wider
considerations including minimising environmental
impact and creating employment opportunities for
future generations.

Major programmes including High Speed 2 in the UK,
Sydney Metro in Australia and our work with sister company
AMCL in developing strategic asset management plans for
organisations such as New York Power Authority, are prime
examples of where we are helping clients improve the
performance of their assets.

The adoption of Building Information Modelling (BIM) grows
in recognition as an instrument in improving predictability
and efficiency. Our work at Lima and Abu Dhabi Airports
has put BIM into play as an integral part of delivery.

A dynamic market
Across the globe major commitments have been made
to increase investment in infrastructure. In the USA a
USD1.5tn infrastructure plan was unveiled to raise interest
in private and public funding models, providing us with
the opportunity to structure bespoke solutions through
leveraging our global expertise. During the year we made
significant investments in the North America business.
Key wins in region included Vancouver and Toronto
Pearson Airports and a framework with Amtrak.

Our extensive experience in alternative funding and
delivery models in Africa, Australia, Canada and the UK
continues to gain global attention as countries look to
sustain investment.
Looking ahead
We continue to invest in our asset, programme and supply
chain management capabilities in order to scale up and
capitalise on the opportunities. Our focus is on building
capability, particularly for the critical set up phase, in
order to help our clients and wider industry improve how
programmes and projects are delivered.

Latin America experienced growing momentum in transport
and power. We supported concessionaires on a number of
airports, including the development of Lima International
Airport in Peru.

We aim to accelerate growth across all regions by investing
in and leveraging our international experience and growing
reputation for securing better results on behalf of our clients.

The UK business continued with double digit growth due
to the strength of business in transport and utilities.
Key wins included advising Transport for London on their
transformation programme and Highways England. Our
support to Heathrow Airport helped secure government
approval for its expansion.
There are renewed plans for rail in Africa and a number
of projects are in advanced stages of planning in Ghana,

Annual review 2017–2018
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Our sectors

Natural resources

Andy Aston, Global Head of Natural Resources
andy.aston@turntown.com

8%

£57m

Natural resources
revenue growth

Full year natural resources
revenue
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It has been a strong and positive year for natural resources.
The growth we saw at the end of 2016–2017 continued and
our revenue for 2017–2018 increased by 8 percent. With
new projects coming on stream and investment growing,
the outlook remains very encouraging for the year ahead.

Widening our impact
This year, our strength has been our ability to support
new and existing clients in setting projects up for success,
providing intelligence through data to support investment
decisions and driving project performance.

The continued rise in oil price gave oil and gas operators
renewed optimism, driving confidence in investment
decisions and higher capital expenditure. The mining sector
also strengthened, with selective commodities rising in price
on the back of stable demand and decreasing inventories.
Mining companies progressed with measured spend on early
feasibility studies, brownfield expansions and revisited older
greenfield projects that were previously on hold.

Our UK team supported the development of decommissioning
strategies by assessing alternative environmental
management approaches and analysing costs versus
environmental and commercial benefits. Through our
procurement strategies we helped strengthen the use
of local supply chains and labour. In our African business,
this involved designing systems for large companies to
engage with small, micro and medium-sized enterprises.

Over the last two years, we actively diversified our revenue
stream to work on both upstream and downstream
greenfield projects, decommissioning activities and
supporting our mining clients with their existing facilities.
Adapting to wider clients needs contributed to our improved
performance throughout the downturn and our continued
growth in 2017–2018.

We continued to lead and drive forward the growth of the
Performance Forum, a joint industry project sponsored by
upstream oil and gas operators which benchmarks project
data. The focus this year was collaboration and maximising
learnings shared between operators to drive efficiency
improvements. Through the Forum we are helping the
industry understand the importance of capturing the right
project data in real time to enable faster and more detailed
project comparisons to shape future strategy on lower cost
and more efficient project delivery.

Widespread opportunity
We continued to strengthen our position in all regions,
with a further diversification of our service model, giving
clients the opportunity to engage with our wider digital
and management solutions. Despite challenges in Asia
and UK businesses, each region has largely delivered
against expectations and we see this trend continuing.

Looking ahead
As market pricing conditions improve and energy demand
increases, major oil and gas companies continue to review
their asset portfolio and progress with greater investment in
projects that protect their long-term sustainability. Mining
clients continue to position themselves for the ever-changing
commodity price environment, spending capital on sustaining
their existing portfolio to maximise returns.

In oil and gas, North America was the most buoyant market,
with shale gas continuing to buck the trend on the cost of
production. Advanced technology is allowing producers to
unlock new resources more cost effectively and strengthen
the USA as the largest global producer, a position likely to
remain in the coming year.

As such, we will continue to shape our services to support
industry changes, supporting clients in an advisory role,
setting projects up for success and helping to
address their short and long-term challenges.

In mining, late cycle commodity demand helped our Latin
American and South African practices perform well. The
resurgence of the Australian market enabled significant
growth from our Brisbane and Perth offices.

Annual review 2017–2018
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Our regions
With 108 offices in 45 countries, we draw
on our extensive global and industry
experience to manage risk while maximising
value and performance for our clients.
18 North America
19 Latin America
20 UK
22 Europe
24 Africa
26 Middle East
28 Asia
30 Australia and New Zealand
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The Americas
£86.6m
North America
revenue

649

North America people

£10.2m
Latin America
revenue

104

Latin America people

Metropolitan Transportation
Authority’s digitised asset
management system
New York, USA
The New York Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (MTA) operates one of the world’s
largest public transit systems.
Work is underway to bring ageing
infrastructure into the 21st century.
Investment is also being made in
organisational change and a digitised
asset management system.

Murray Rowden, Managing Director
murray.rowden@turntown.com

The digitised system will help MTA manage
the reliability and performance of existing
infrastructure, oversee major capacity
improvements and meet customer
expectations about how moving through
New York should feel.

North America
The Canada and USA businesses had strong growth in
2017–2018, as we capitalised on increasing investment in the
real estate, high-tech and manufacturing, infrastructure and
shale gas sectors. Overall revenue was up by 21.1 percent.

Through our subsidiary AMCL, we
established an asset management system
which defines every element of the
enterprise. This includes full explanations of
the processes, IT systems, information, and
business capabilities required to manage the
physical infrastructure.

The USA federal government’s USD1.5tn infrastructure
plan, combined with taxation changes, boosted confidence
across the industry. USD20bn will be made available each
year over the next decade, with further funding required
from the private sector. Alternative funding models,
including public private partnerships, are necessary
to supplement traditional models, creating advisory
opportunities to support clients with sourcing and
negotiating contracts. We are already actively
supporting consortia and funders.

It also addresses the performance measures,
data capture and reporting required at a
strategic, tactical and operational level across
the enterprise, and aims to meet the objectives
set out in the asset management policy.

In Canada, alternative funding models are being used for
projects in multiple sectors including rail, commercial,
healthcare and law and order, and the government is
appraising the option of introducing asset recycling
strategies. We are helping federal, provincial, and municipal
levels of government with structuring and implementing
innovative models. The pipeline of planned investments
across Canada in rail, roads and aviation is very strong.
We continue to support Toronto Pearson and the Vancouver
Airports programme and the Toronto Metrolinx Regional
Express Rail programme.

This has immediately de-risked expensive IT
system implementations. Fuller access to data
and reporting is helping MTA drive asset
performance, increase value for money, and
improve safety, resilience and sustainability.
This is all now happening within the context of
a continually improving management system.

Read more case studies online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718

Several large mixed-use developments are also underway in
Canada, combining retail, residential, health and education
services. A key win in the public sector is the Centre Block
Rehabilitation Programme, the redevelopment of the
Canadian Parliament building in Ottawa.
In the USA, large-scale business campuses continue to be a
trend. During the year, we commenced several multibilliondollar schemes, advising on programme set-up, governance
and assurance as well as project management and controls.
We started work on Adidas’ North American headquarters
in Portland, Oregon, and new facilities for global banking,
technology and manufacturing companies.
In oil and gas, the shale revolution has triggered significant
capital investment. There are increases in both mid and
downstream, and early signs of investment regaining
momentum in upstream. Mining is also ramping up after
a challenging few years.
Looking ahead, we expect our strategy of growing our
business and reputation through relationships with global
blue-chip companies, combined with increasing market
share in the infrastructure and public sectors to continue.
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Latin America

Yamana Gold’s diversified
mining portfolio programme
 rgentina, Brazil and Chile,
A
Latin America

An upturn in real estate and infrastructure projects
characterised performance across Latin America, delivering
overall revenue growth of 15.4 percent. Investor confidence
in Brazil is increasing, while inward investment in Mexico
is creating significant opportunities and Colombia is set
to follow.

Yamana Gold has a diversified portfolio of
mining assets in Canada and South America.
They operate a small centralised team that scales
up as required to meet project requirements.

Several countries across the region have implemented
measures to create conditions which are encouraging
investment. High-tech and manufacturing brands are
particularly active as they extend their services and
products in the Latin American market. Using our
established office network across the region, enables
us to continue to support global clients as they enter
new markets. This has generated wide-ranging work
including real estate roll-out programmes, data centres
and manufacturing facilities.

To scale up at speed and to international best
practice standards, Yamana Gold required
a systematic approach to resourcing and
programme management everyone could
follow and was also responsive to local needs.
We tailored best practice processes for
quality assurance and control to support the
programme management function. This
included specific tools for Argentinian assets
for the control and forecasting of escalation.

Demand for our services in the mining sector has ramped
up following a few challenging years. Both Chile and
Peru are set to generate a series of new projects with
opportunities stemming from junior miners as well as
the bigger players. Major mining businesses are renewing
their investment in the region and this is generating
infrastructure as well as mining projects. Given the recent
challenging market, our mining clients are increasingly
looking for more efficient methods of delivering capital
investment programmes. We are deploying our global
cross sector experience helping them to achieve this aim.

We also developed an integrated cost
reporting process to facilitate a consolidated
suite of project cost reports and provided
an estimate and schedule review service to
increase confidence in investment decisions.
Through close client engagement and
effective knowledge sharing between our
offices in Buenos Aires, Santiago and
São Paulo, we maximised the efficiency
of our service across varied geographies.

In line with the global trend, Latin American countries have
continued to extend investment in infrastructure to attract
international trade and build economies. Our global aviation
experience is being sought by clients across the region
as they bid for operating concessions and the associated
upgrading of facilities. We are working on the expansion
of Lima International Airport, providing a wide suite of
services including commercial strategy, cost management
and BIM strategy. At Lima we have led the BIM strategy
which is now being implemented as a key part of
programme set up activities.

Deployment of our experts, who understand
the local environments and incorporate best
practices, allowed Yamana Gold to understand
key challenges early on in their investment cycle.

Read more case studies online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718

Over the last year, we have built our capacity across
Latin America – in mining, data centres, high-tech and
manufacturing, real estate and infrastructure. As a result,
we are in a strong position to take full advantage of the
pipeline opportunities.
The combination of our global and local capability is
increasingly sought after, as governments, developers and
investors in Latin America expect to set up, procure and
execute projects in line with global best practice. Our
independence and insights into the region help our clients
get better value from their investments and we continue to
increase our scope in overseeing the whole project life cycle.
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UK
2,554

£238.9m
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North West Cambridge
development
Cambridge, UK
As one of the world’s leading universities,
the University of Cambridge planned to
develop its estate, expand its academic and
research facilities and provide affordable
accommodation for its key workers.

Patricia Moore, Managing Director

We were appointed to provide programme,
project and technical support management
services for phase one. Having led the team
responsible for securing the development,
we are now providing programme and
project management services for the delivery
of the construction works.

patricia.moore@turntown.com

Key aspects of our role include: leading,
managing and coordinating master planning;
assisting in development of key strategies,
for example, phasing, delivery and estate
management; assisting in optimising
financial returns and identifying initiatives;
and Code for Sustainable Homes Level 5 and
BREEAM Excellent.

Our UK region performed strongly during 2017–2018, with
overall revenue growth of 12.4 percent. We remain on target
to double the size of the region between 2015 and 2020.
The UK Government continued to recognise infrastructure as
a lever for growth. Our expertise has enabled us to secure a
number of key commissions, including those with Highways
England, the Department for Transport and a ten-year
contract to support the procurement of equipment and
services that the Royal Navy, British Army and Royal Air
Force need to operate effectively.

We were appointed based on our ability to
understand the challenges faced by the
University and the breadth of expertise
and experience offered by both the team
proposed for the commission and the
wider organisation.

Real estate in the UK benefitted from increased investment
in both the private and public sectors. We secured and
extended roles on iconic projects including Battersea Power
Station, Wimbledon, Sheffield’s Heart of the City II and the
North West Cambridge Development. Looking ahead, we
anticipate that real estate clients will remain cautious,
resulting in limited visibility of longer-term investment.

Read more case studies online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718

Natural resources has seen some green shoots of recovery
as the price of oil increased. Our global presence and
service offering diversification gives us a strong platform
to support our clients, balancing increased investment
appetite with a need to minimise cost exposure.
We continued to grow our advisory proposition across the
full asset life cycle, through our operational excellence
experts Suiko and specialist asset advisory company AMCL.
Our end-to-end service can build the plans and business
case for investment and deliver a cost-effective solution
that manages risks and creates value for both the owners
of, and investors in, real estate and infrastructure assets.
It has been a significant year for corporate responsibility
in the UK with a focus on improving social mobility. Our
education fund with Action for Children, which has raised
over £150,000 over the past year, provides grants for
disadvantaged children and families to pay for school
supplies. Our new partnership with the National Literacy
Trust strengthened our relationship with five primary
schools to improve reading skills and raise children’s career
aspirations. Through the Career Ready programme, we
have mentored 92 young people preparing to transition
from education to the workplace, through over 4,000
volunteered hours.
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Europe
£28.8m
Revenue

299
People

Braunschweig Municipal
Hospital extension
Braunschweig, Germany
A major investment programme is underway at
Braunschweig Municipal Hospital in Germany
focused on optimising workflow, increasing
capacity and improving overall efficiency.
It includes a new build and a significant
refurbishment of the existing facility.

Paul Grace, Managing Director

The 1,499 bed hospital employs almost
4,000 people and consists of 21 clinics, ten
autonomously operating clinical departments
and seven institutes which cover almost every
medical discipline. The hospital treats more
than 61,000 inpatients and approximately
121,000 ambulatory/outpatients per year.

paul.grace@turntown.com

Our Europe business performed very well across geographically
diverse markets, delivering solid growth with revenue
increasing to £28.8m. Our success was supported by our
growing reputation for global insights and local knowledge.

We are providing construction project
management services, including
cost and commercial management,
Building Information Modelling (BIM)
consultancy and quality control services.

Real estate remained the dominant sector across all our
markets as clients continued to invest in all real estate
projects, with special emphasis on the data centre and life
sciences sectors. Our German business, in particular Berlin
and Frankfurt, had a very strong year on the back of
securing several major real estate projects including the
extension of the Braunschweig Municipal Hospital and the
construction of the Research Center Borstel.

Our long-term experience of managing
health care projects and the high-tech and
digitisation approach we provide are adding
value to the project and making a lasting
contribution for the ongoing operation of
the asset.

Russia continued to perform well in the face of significant
challenges including Western Sanctions and a recessionary
economy. The team successfully completed the large retail
centre for Immochan on programme and significantly below
budget. It was a successful year for our new office in
Sweden, where we continued to support global companies
including Microsoft. Our focus for the next year will be to
expand our presence with global clients to help them
improve the efficiency of their portfolios.

Read more case studies online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718

The infrastructure sector provided several opportunities in
France, Germany and the Netherlands, where we continued
our support on the upgrade of Schiphol Airport with project
controls and cost management services. We will expand our
infrastructure services in the coming years by leveraging
our global expertise.
In natural resources, we recognised an increase in activity
in renewables. Oil price movements increased activity in the
oil and gas sector in Norway, and we recently secured a key
contract in Italy with a multinational oil and gas company.
Our future focus is rebuilding our natural resources
business in Kazakhstan, the Netherlands and Norway.
We are proud of the gender balance we have in our
European business, with a 59/41 percent gender split of
all operational roles. Over the next year, we will localise
our business further by investing in people with the local
language skills and international experience we need to
maximise local opportunities.
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Africa
£13.8m
Revenue

269
People

Sasol planning framework
and environmental projects
South Africa
Sasol is a global integrated chemicals and
energy company based in South Africa.
Its Southern Africa asset portfolio includes
capital and operation maintenance projects,
depots, feeder pipelines and various
upstream facilities. The company is currently
implementing a number of environmental
compliance and social programmes.

Stephen McCartney, Managing Director
stephen.mccartney@turntown.com

Performance across the region showed great improvement in
2017–2018 as political instability lessened and the leadership
changes in Kenya, South Africa and Zimbabwe took effect.
Overall revenue for the year was up by 27.3 percent.

Building on a 17-year relationship with Sasol,
we were appointed to provide project controls
services for the execution of several key capital
projects. As part of the comprehensive
services on the project, we are providing
management reporting, cost optimisation
analysis, construction field quantity surveying,
assessment of compensation events, and
assistance with disputes.

Infrastructure activity increased as greater confidence across
the region strengthened several currencies. We started or
continued work on five aviation projects, demonstrating
that the trend in the construction of greenfield airports and
upgrades to existing airports is to continue. Projects included
Hoima International Airport in Uganda, which will support
Uganda’s nascent petroleum industry.

This includes a standardised planning service
that is aligned to Sasol’s Quality Management
System, enabling consistent reporting across
all projects. We are also applying a capital
projects approach to commercial management
to improve contract instructions and
compensation events.

Real estate remained buoyant in the commercial, leisure,
healthcare and education sectors. Our capabilities for
managing the refurbishments and construction of hospitals
and related staff and student housing projects remained
strong through our work with The Aga Khan in Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda. We also controlled high-end fit-outs of
commercial spaces, completing projects for global corporates.

Read more case studies online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718

There was optimistic growth in natural resources as the
increased oil price stimulated activity. In Southern Africa,
we continue to assist our clients with capital projects,
frameworks and a variety of services.
In Kenya, our merger with Mentor Management Ltd (MML),
a Nairobi-based project management firm, was a major
development and has positioned us as the largest project
management consultancy in East Africa. The merger
has increased our headcount, extended our presence in
East Africa and significantly increased our capability in
project management.
Being a responsible business is embedded in each of our
nine offices across Africa. Our people continued to make
a difference in their communities through contributions
to children’s homes, toy libraries, education and food
programmes. Our localisation programme engaged with
local talent in every African office. The programme has 40
young professionals working towards their professional
registration and nearly 30 graduates.
Looking ahead, we are positive about the level of potential
growth in East and West Africa and confident in the talented
people we have in place to maximise the opportunities.
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Middle East
£44.7m
Revenue

346
People

Meraas City Walk
mixed-use development
Dubai, UAE
City Walk is an integrated lifestyle experience
combining luxury residential blocks with
innovative retail, entertainment, and upscale
gourmet outlets. The ten million square feet
development also incorporates healthcare
and hospitality facilities.

Alan Talabani, Managing Director

We provided cost and commercial
management services on 34 residential
buildings with a total floor area of 432,000m 2
through the whole life cycle of the project,
from early concept design to final accounts
closure. Our services were tailored to match
bespoke and evolving client requirements.

alan.talabani@turntown.com

There were strong pockets of activity in 2017–2018, enabling
overall revenue of £44.7m. Most countries in the region
continue to invest in infrastructure and modernisation,
this coupled with a rise in oil price makes us optimistic
about the year ahead.

From the outset, we were committed to
developing, nurturing and maintaining a
dynamic and healthy relationship with the
client, consultants and contractor. Close
collaboration enabled project delivery in line
with the agreed completion date and budget.

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) entered a new phase
of nation building, with government investment focusing on
major infrastructure programmes and entirely new cities.
We completed registration of our KSA office at the end of
2017 and with our experience in the region, high levels of
local talent and insights into global best practice, we are in
a good position to support the government in this exciting
new era.

Read more case studies online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718

Following the downturn in natural resources, we have
helped clients across the region implement cost and
performance management strategies that increase
efficiency and in turn make investments more resilient
to change and outcomes on projects more predictable.
The driving force for the construction industry in the Middle
East will be diversification away from oil which is critical
to the regional economy. Investment in large, mixed-use
development that attracts international attention will
continue, however we also anticipate increased activity
in high-tech and manufacturing.
We worked on several large-scale real estate projects that
combine residential, hospitality, retail and commercial
spaces. Makers District in Abu Dhabi is a trendsetting
example of mixed-use developments. This year we
began cost and commercial management of phase one.
Other retail projects over the past 12 months included
project as well as cost and commercial management of
Bloomingdale’s Middle East, a project by Al Tayer Insignia
in Kuwait. Expo2020, taking place in Dubai, is a driving
force behind infrastructure and real estate projects.
We are supporting construction of three thematic
districts entitled opportunity, mobility and sustainability,
together with the project management of the UAE Pavilion.

Design team: Hyder, LW Design Woods Bagot and ACTLD

New cities are being built across the region and the
opportunity to set standards in sustainability is an
exciting prospect. Over the next year, we will build
our capacity to support innovation in sustainability
and expect to expand our work in natural resources,
enabling clients investing in renewables.
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HCL IT City Lucknow
campus development
Uttar Pradesh, India
Lucknow is capital of the Indian state
Uttar Pradesh and the location for the
state government’s plan to create an
IT hub in the region.
Indian multinational IT services company,
HCL is setting up a 100-acre IT City in
Lucknow. We have been commissioned to
deliver project management services for
phase one of the campus development.

Duncan Stone, Managing Director
duncan.stone@turntown.com

We are supporting delivery of IT buildings,
skill development centres, cafeteria, support
annexe and utility buildings across a 33-acre
site, plus infrastructure development of the
complete 100-acre land parcel.

2017–2018 was a positive year for our Asia business, with
all sectors delivering improvements and growth. Overall
revenue for the year was up 3.2 percent and the outlook
optimistic, building on the recovery of the China market.

We deployed an expert in pre-engineered
buildings (PEB) to help ensure proper
planning and smooth erection of PEB
structures for both a skill development
centre and an IT building.

China real estate in particular performed strongly, with
several projects starting in high-tech and manufacturing
and a significant volume of work on research and
development portfolios for technology companies.
We are well positioned to take advantage of China’s
moves towards cleaner industries given our experience
with global clients including Maserati and Nissan.

An ambitious schedule was set for the
first milestone and the State Chief Minister
commended the development of a world-class
training centre in record time.

We increased our emphasis on working with local clients
to diversify our client base and tackle more opportunity
in commercial development and the public sector. We had
significant success in India, where a combination of global
best practice and local talent has been a winning formula
as we work with several well-established businesses,
including Godrej and HCL.

Our multidisciplinary project management
team is fully integrated with project
stakeholders and has successfully managed
143 contracts for 41 contractors. We are also
efficiently tracking and monitoring quality,
health and safety and have achieved 9.5
million safe man-hours to date.

Our diversification across sectors progressed. We continued
to develop our capability in data centres in China, India,
Indonesia, Japan and Korea. In the automotive sector, we
continue to support our clients with the shift in the retail
world towards an online environment. There is an increase in
spend in the leisure industry as regional economies mature
and disposable incomes increase, we are working with Merlin
Entertainment in its leisure and retail experience centres and
continue to work with clients in the hospitality sector.

Read more case studies online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718

Our infrastructure sector grew during the year, with
additional roles such as setting up projects and
programmes for success and applying international
experience. We are pleased to be associated with Virgin
Hyperloop One in India on the proposed Mumbai-Pune
project. This groundbreaking technology will radically
change the high speed transportation industry and have a
huge impact on the environment by saving an estimated
150,000 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions annually.
Continued investment in our talent underpins our ambition
to increase our local client base, this includes a graduate
programme to ensure we engage with local talent as they
enter our industry.
We played our part in supporting community groups.
In India, we have partnered with local schools to build better
infrastructure and help their skills development programmes.
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New Zealand
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Sydney Metro programme
Sydney, Australia
As Australia’s largest public transport project,
Sydney Metro will transform Sydney by
cutting travel times, reducing congestion
and delivering economic and social benefits
for generations to come. Australia’s first
fully-automated railway will be able to move
more than 40,000 people an hour in each
direction will boost economic activity by more
than $5 billion a year, supporting major job
and business growth along its 66 kilometre
route with better connectivity across Sydney.

Anooj Oodit, Managing Director
anooj.oodit@turntown.com

Appointed by Transport for NSW as the
Managed Service Provider (MSP) for the
Project Management Office, our role is to
support the successful delivery of the overall
programme. The MSP will further develop
and manage the governance environment via
its independent role; implement the systems
and reporting standards; and provide the
consistency across the programme to ensure
it is delivered seamlessly.

Given high levels of investment activity, especially
in Sydney and Melbourne, we saw a positive upturn
in infrastructure, natural resources and real estate.
Overall revenue for the year was up 15.4 percent
and the outlook is strong for sustained growth.
There are distinct patterns of activity in all states across
Australia, with local governments influencing investment
decisions. There is, however, a general trend for
infrastructure investment, with major projects underway
including Sydney Metro Rail, Western Sydney Airport and
Melbourne Airport extension.

When fully mobilised, our team, supported
by HKA, will reach full capacity of circa 60
programme and project control professionals
working across multiple contract packages.
The team will bring global expertise and
experience from helping to deliver other
global infrastructure programmes including
Heathrow Airport, Crossrail and Abu Dhabi
Airport as well as the future Western
Sydney Airport.

Renewable energy projects are also on the rise and we are
contributing to Snowy Hydro 2.0. The decision to join forces
with asset management specialists AMCL has strengthened
our capability and reputation in infrastructure, with more
clients seeking our support in the effective management
of both new and existing assets.
The strongest performers in real estate were retail,
health, education, supermarkets and shopping centres
across the region, in addition to new hospitals in Perth
and Christchurch.

Read more case studies online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718

Natural resources experienced a standout performance
given the major slowdown in activity in preceding years.
Several investments are being considered as we see a
rise amongst the smaller mining and energy companies
that we are supporting with investment decisions.
New Zealand’s performance has been positive. Our
Auckland and Christchurch offices have strengthened
capability and grown local client bases. Auckland has
further expansion plans in the pipeline and there is good
traction between the offices to support larger programmes.
We have engaged extensively with our industry this year,
working with professional bodies on the continued
professional development of our team. We have also
extended our graduate programme, while actively pursuing
diversity in our team. Our employees continue to be
motivated by the social impact of their work, whether it
is schools, hospitals or infrastructure they contribute to.
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Our leadership

Strength of talent
Vincent Clancy, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

From left to right
Jeremy Lathom-Sharp Finance Director, James Dand Chief Operating Officer,
Patricia Moore Managing Director, UK, Jon White Non-Executive Director,
Vincent Clancy Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Sean Christie Non-Executive Director,
Murray Rowden Managing Director, Americas and Global Head of Infrastructure
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“We have continued to evolve our business model to ensure working as a
partnership underpins long-term investment, reinforces collaboration on
a global scale and importantly, make us an attractive destination for talent.”

It is three years since we converted back to a partnership
structure. During that time, we have continued to evolve
our business model to ensure working as a partnership
underpins long-term investment, reinforces collaboration
on a global scale, and importantly, makes us an attractive
destination for talent. This year, we have invited 13 people
to become partners in the business as part of our
investment in talent.

490
Promotions

We have had a busy year managing succession, with several
changes taking place at a leadership level. Patricia Moore
has joined the Executive Board and been made Regional
Managing Director of the UK business. She replaces Jon
White who has retired as an executive but remains on the
Executive Board as a Non-Executive Director. Stephen
McCartney has relocated from the Middle East to become
Regional Managing Director, Africa. Stephen replaces Ian
Donaldson who has retired from the business after 30 years.
I am grateful for the immense contributions from both Jon
and Ian and wish them well for the future. Steve McGuckin
has become Global Head of Client Programmes to drive
development of innovative client solutions, furthering our
investment in our global accounts. He is succeeded in his
role as Global Head of Real Estate by Neil Bullen.
These changes are part of a three-year succession plan
involving the renewal of our front line management team
around the world. We have a new Chief Operating Officer,
six new Regional Managing Directors and new sector leads
for real estate and natural resources. I am confident this
team is well equipped with the energy and experience
to bring Turner & Townsend through the next stages of
our development. It is a great testimony to our work
on talent development that we have been able to make
these changes seamlessly and largely with individuals
who joined us as part of our graduate programme or
in the early part of their careers.
Elsewhere, we have maintained strong continuity on our
Management and Operations Boards which are responsible
for the day-to-day execution of strategy across our regions.

Vincent Clancy

Patricia Moore

CEO of the Year,
Building Awards 2017

Sterling Award,
ACE European CEO
Awards 2017

International
Business of the Year
British Expertise
Awards 2018

National Education
Project of the Year
MEED Awards 2018

I believe, with an energised and committed leadership
team, we are ready to tackle the challenges that lie ahead
in the coming year. We know that our shared passion
around delivery, for working together as one business and
doing business with integrity, provides us with a strong
platform for future success.
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89%

of our people are proud
to work for Turner
& Townsend

Our results

Sustainable growth
Jeremy Lathom-Sharp, Finance Director

The financial performance in the year to 30 April 2018 has
been very strong with the results reporting significant revenue
growth, excellent cash generation and robust margins.

Cash flow and working capital
Cash generation has continued at a strong level through the
financial year, reflecting good working capital management
by the business. This resulted in free cash flow of £38.5m
(2017: £39.4m), and cash generation – defined as operating
cash flow as a percentage of EBITDA – of 90 percent
(2017: 104 percent). Cash conversion over the last five
financial years is 96 percent. Debtor days at the year-end
were 55 (2017: 58), and our average debtor days across
the 12 accounting periods was 60 (2017: 60).

Basis of preparation
Our financial results (downloadable online) are extracted
from financial statements prepared under International
Financial Reporting Standards. Prudent accounting policies
continue to be applied on a basis consistent with prior years.
Revenue and profit
Our primary measure of revenue, net revenue, was
£501.1m (2017: £445.6m), representing 12.5 percent
growth over the prior year. Our turnover (which includes
subcontract revenue) was £548.7m (2017: £491.5m). The
growth in revenue was strong in real estate (11.5 percent)
and infrastructure (15.4 percent), giving combined growth
of 13 percent. After three years of decline in extremely
challenging market conditions, natural resources reported
annual increase in revenue over prior year of 8.2 percent.

Funding
Cash, net of overdrafts and bank loans, was £62.4m
at 30 April 2018 (2017: £48.3m). Net funds, including
long-dated loans to former shareholders, were £53.8m
at the year-end date (2017: £38.1m).
Bank facilities established in November 2015 provide Turner
& Townsend with five-year committed facilities of £80m to
finance future operational cash requirements and selective
acquisitions in line with our strategic aims. The facilities
remain largely undrawn.

Revenue growth was particularly strong in Africa, the
Americas, Australia and UK. Non-UK revenue represents
52.3 percent of consolidated revenue. EBITA of £55.5m
compares with £47.0m for the prior year, and EBITA margin
was 11.1 percent (2017: 10.6 percent).

Treasury
The treasury risks faced by Turner & Townsend include
interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk, credit risk and
liquidity risk. Instruments such as interest rate swaps
have not been entered into to mitigate risk as these risks
are considered to be low. A two percent increase to the
cost of external finance would not have a material impact
to profit before tax. Contracts are mostly undertaken in
the currency of local subsidiaries, and therefore foreign
currency revenue streams are matched by the currency
of the relevant cost base.

One acquisition has been completed during the financial
year, being that of Mentor Management Ltd (MML), a
Kenya-based project management consultancy business
which was acquired in February 2018.
Taxation
The taxation charge for the financial year was £12.1m
(2017: £10.3m), representing an effective rate of
22.1 percent (2017: 22.2 percent). The effective rate
reflects the global nature of our business and the impact
of varying tax rates across different jurisdictions.
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Financial highlights

Consolidated income statement
2018
£000

2017
£000

Turnover

548,667

491,487

Sub-contract costs

(47,606)

(45,923)

Year ended 30 April

Continuing operations

Net revenue

501,061

445,564

Staff costs

(357,180)

(317,669)

(26,475)

(25,844)

(5,956)

(5,537)

Other operating charges

(56,584)

(50,059)

Operating profit

54,866

46,455

55,514

47,015

Other direct expenses
Depreciation

Analysed as:
Operating profit before amortisation
Amortisation

(648)

Operating profit

(560)

54,866

46,455

Finance income

142

349

Finance expense

(487)

(549)

(345)

(200)

151

265

Profit before taxation

54,672

46,520

Corporation tax expense

(12,082)

(10,312)

Retained profit for the financial year

42,590

36,208

42,606

36,188

Net finance expense

Share of profit of joint ventures, net of tax

Profit attributable to:
Owners of the Company
Non-controlling interests

(16)
42,590

Read more online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718
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36,208

Managing risk

Strength in our business model
Judy Adams, Director and Global Head of Risk Management

doing this is in the digital arena. This is a massive change in
how we deliver our services. Consequently, this programme
is receiving keen oversight by senior directors in the business.

One of Turner & Townsend’s keys to success is our approach
to risk management. Our partnership model sets the
tone and there is shared understanding that only risks
we believe are capable of being managed are retained.
Our appetite to risk is made clear to the whole organisation
and risk issues are addressed in all decision-making.

Contractual terms and conditions
We are seeing more instances where clients are attempting
to transfer contractual risk. A number of these potentially
have longer-term liabilities attached. As part of our ‘bid/no
bid’ process, our managers consider onerous terms as well
as other risk factors.

Risks are categorised using our G6 business model.
There is oversight of risk matters by the Executive Board
and briefings on key decisions and issues.
We have included the most prominent risks in this summary
risk report. Our full set of risks can be viewed online.

Preserving net margin
A number of factors are impacting our ability to preserve
net margin, including salary pressures, inflation and the
competitiveness of bids. To remain successful, we must also
invest in new geographies, sectors, services, our people,
and tools and systems while balancing cost in an
increasingly competitive environment.

Current and emerging trends are:
Market volatility
There is more risk around changing political situations
worldwide. Our business strategy to cope with market
volatility continues to be market and sector diversification
and differentiation through service excellence.

Failure to attract or retain skilled people
Resourcing also remains a key risk with shortages in the
industry and competition from both clients and competitors
alike to recruit the best people. Brexit and legislative
changes, or government sentiment in certain markets in
which we operate, will also impact our resourcing model.

Routes to market
This size, complexity and type of programme opportunities
we compete for now necessitates more joint ventures to
meet client’s delivery requirements. To limit additional
liabilities and prevent over-reliance on third parties we
consider the number and extent of joint ventures and the
partners we engage with.

Localisation
Part of our global success over the years has been based on
localisation, which complements growing national legislation
and client requirements. We continue to invest in and
recruit local talent to strengthen our knowledge and
insights into local markets.

Changing service offering and digitalisation
There is a continual need to develop our service model and
evolve our offering to suit clients’ changing needs, as well as
to be more productive and insightful to clients. One way of

Read more about managing risk online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718
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Where to find us

The Americas

UK

Europe

Asia

Bogotá
Buenos Aires
Calgary
Chicago
Denver
Edmonton
Fort Worth
Houston
Lima
Los Angeles
Mexico City
Minneapolis
Mountain View
Nashville
New York
Ottawa
Phoenix
Rio de Janeiro
San Francisco
Santiago
São Paulo
Seattle
Tampa
Toronto
Vancouver
Washington DC

Aberdeen
Bath
Belfast
Birmingham
Bristol
Cambridge
Cardiff
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Leeds
London
Manchester
Newcastle
Nottingham
Reading
Sheffield
Teesside

Amsterdam
Atyrau
Basel
Berlin
Dublin
Frankfurt
Hamburg
Istanbul
Krakow
Madrid
Milan
Moscow
Munich
Paris
Rome
St Petersburg
Stavanger
Stockholm
Vienna
Warsaw
Zurich

Bangalore
Beijing
Ho Chi Minh City
Hong Kong
Jakarta
Kuala Lumpur
Macau
Manila
Mumbai
New Delhi
Seoul
Shanghai
Shenzhen
Singapore
Tianjin
Tokyo

Middle East
Abu Dhabi
Dammam
Doha
Dubai
Muscat
Riyadh

Africa
Cape Town
Dar es Salaam
Durban
Gaborone
Harare
Johannesburg
Kampala
Maputo
Nairobi

Australia and
New Zealand
Adelaide
Auckland
Brisbane
Cairns
Canberra
Christchurch
Darwin
Gold Coast
Melbourne
Nadi
Perth
Sydney
Townsville

contactus@turntown.com

linkedin.com/company/turner-&-townsend

@turnertownsend

turnertownsend

Read more online:
www.turnerandtownsend.com/AR1718
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